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SPENCER TRACY, WALTER BRENNAN AND ROBERT YOUNG IN "NORTHWEST PASSAGE" AT THE FULTON THEATRE SUN.-MON.-TUES.
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Your Farm And Home Paper - - Superior Coverage

SCHOOL BOARD
ELECTS TEACHERS,

meek('

AI Rotary Chi!,

Jr. was cleated
Thcodore
preicident of the 'Wary Club at th,
weekly meeting of the club on 'Tuesdirectors alien
day. The board of
named the following, Woodrow Ful
ler, vice-preieident; J. O.
acccretary; and Don P. Hawkins,
treincurer,
The meeting was held at the
First Christian Church and the
ladies of the church served II (11.11C Iota dinner. Ernest Fall, Sr. pre
waited the program on insurance
service and introduced Lee RObeUtN,
Fire Chief. Mr. Roberts gave a re
port on a weasel investigation of
the homes of four Rotarians.
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ADVIRTINING

,N eft
COMMENCEMENI Al SOUTH FULTON CITY
FULTON HI SCHOOL DADS HAVE MEETING

Grocery Opined
On West Slate Lim

James Fuller, formerly of
• is)field, has resently opened a new
grocery store at 503 West State
Line, the former Burr.-tt'n Grocery.
Ile handles a complete line of staple
and fancy groceries and a meal
market. Mr. Fuller and his wife
have moved to Fulton to rake- their
home.
On another page an ad points
out some- of the articles featured by
this steal. Mr. Fuller cordially in
loin for
viler everyone to eall
good quality and • ?nice.

ELVL.

YMBC HOLD A
SPLENDID MEETING

The Young Men's Business Club
The South Fulton Board of AldForty-six Seniors will receive di•
held its regular dinner meeting
plomien during Commencement week ermen met last Friday night in ieg•
Tuesday Night in the Rainbow
at Fultmi High School. Closing ex- ular aeasion, with Mayor D. A.
Room, at which time the following
ercises will he held on Thursday Rogers presiding. Counciltritn Jul
officers took up their duties for
ley. Ferguson, Houston, Davis, Valnight, May 2:1.
the corning six months: Hendon 0.
humiliiiireati• mention will be entice and Batmen; City Attoilicy
Wright, president; /Said A. HornI eld at the First Methodist Church Chas. A Williams and City Record.
ru, vice-president; Belles Pigue,
A 1•141111.`.4 Weil! all preaent
on Sunday night, May HS and the er
treasurer; M. L. Parker, secreUtary;
speaker will be Charles L. Houser, lor roll all and minutes of the
fir R. V. Putnam, assistunt•secreminister of the Church of Christ. previous meeting were read and liptary; Orin Winstc ad, Sergeant-atfollowing are members of the moved by tin- boat ,1
Arms; and the following Board of
As oreimance was pasred which
senior class,
Direetorr: Carter Olive, Joe Hall,
Mary Ethel Allen, Eva Ander- le intended to cuitail the use of
and Ernest Fall, Jr.
sen, Dorothy Arnold, Rachel Bald - on, hydrant for several !welling
The retiring officers were: WV
uses, and will go into I ff...t. im- Loggtxlan CIO; Enjoys
Brady, Lucille
ridge, Josephine
InIcrexiing Meeting Blackstone, president; Joe Hall,
Clapp, Joan Collier, Mary Mozelle mediately. City Marshall Parker
vice-president; Hendon O. Wright,
Craton, Jonelle Elam, Martha Sue McClure was instructed ta reassess
The April meeting of the Lodge. assistant secretary: Carter Olive,
Greer, Louise Haney, Virginia Haw- all property subject to tax:stain by
Commencement At
Marjorie 9w city. Plans for collecting back stun Homemakers Club was held Sergeant-at-Arms; and the followSouth Fulton School kins, Virginia Irolines,
J. D. Stephenson.
Kelton, Maurine Ketcham, Martha taxes were also discu)seS. An ord- th'cdnesday at ten o'clock, with Mrs. ing directors:
Fraud Honira, W. L. Holland and
Helen inance placing a tas on chits was Robert Thompson, hostess, at
Cnmmencement begins at Smith Sue K.ng, Phyllis Kramer, Owen,
re-ad to the council but action was home on Middle Road The rooms Maxwell McDade.
Fulton this year with the Senior Neal, Gloria Nelms. Polly
Following the dinner retiring
were decorated with narcissus and
a later meetaig
play, "Cheerio, My Dear," which Doris Parham, Ellen Jane Purcell, deferred until
president W. M. (Billie) Blackstone
It was reported tit the on enr.g hum ajul wreath.
will he given on Friday night. May Betty Ann Reid, Mary Norma
Mrs. Reginald Williamson, pres- made a short talk to the club thankthat one of the water worsi bone:.
3, at the school building Characters Weatherspoon.
The group sang ing them for the coopera'ion and
Campbell, had been retired several nainths ident. presided.
James
13urton,
James
BurRosetta
Risal,
Lee
Carrye
arc:
Cooke, before it u as due, thersby saving "Massa, Dear." Thirteen members support during his. term in office
F.
Edmond
Cavender,
Jerry
Ray,
Treva
Christine
row,
Caldwell,
Haf- considerarble interest on the bond. answered roll call by telling how and turned over the duties of ofVelma Redman, Amanda Olive, Wiley Cowell, K. P. Dalton,
Gor- they avoided the "Spring Fever" fice. to the new president Hendon
Elam,
01).
Water umks superintendent
Earle,
Duke,
Hugh
ford
(men,
Billie
Mary Louise Hastings,
0. Wright by presenting him with
pipes habit
all
tout
Elreported
Junes
Gnssurn,
don
Felix
Godfrey.
James
s
Polsgrov
Blakemores Almus
The major lesson, a demonstra- a new gavel of solid walnut made
been
freee..
Lewis,
lisd
the
to
Jimmie
due
Houston,
damaged
Lynn
mus
EdElson McGuire and Tommy
was
Thomas Peerey, Ralph Stephenson, repaired and that a new fire plug tion of a balanced meal, with the by Uel Killebrew, on which
wards.
emphasis on "Eggs and Cheese," engraved the name of the club on
Travis, Raymond Tucker, had been installed.
Russell
The baccalaureate sermon will be
was ably given by Mn,. C. R. Burn- a sterling silver plate. The new
Henry Tully, Tom Underwood, J. D.
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
president made a short speech
ett.
Walker, Glenn Weatherspoon and Campaign For Baseball
night, May 12, and the address will
Mrs. Robert Thompson gave the thanking the club for electing him
Randall Willey.
Funds Is Successful minor lesson on "Better Speech,- to the office and promising that
lx. given by Dr. Don P. Hawkins of
the First Christian Church.
rcise on pronun- lie v-ill do everything in his powwhich was an ex,
On the following night, Miindav, Dr. Hawkins Delivers
The campaign to raise furd; for dation and the elimination of er to keep the club on the high
May 13, in the school auditorium
baseball in Fulton was highly suc- speech faults. She also announced activity peek that it has been since
Sermon to Cayce Seniors cessful,
the Senior Class Night exercises
according to K. P. Dalton, the district meeting to be at Wick- it was organized.
Supt. J. 0. Lewis was granted will be given in play form, ent.tlel
president of the Fulton Baseball liff„. may 3,
The president then appointed
of
pastor
Hawkins.
P.
Don
Dr.
in
1.iive of absence to attend KEA
"Youth Marches On." There v.inbe
At the close of the study the club new committeemen to all the cointhe Fulton Christian Chinch, deliv- Association' Beginning on T`lesdaY
Isansville April 17-20. Other teach- no admission charge.
days,
txo
in
the workers,
voted to have a silver t-a April 261mittees with every member of the
ered the baccalaureate address to morning
will also be permitted leaves
$2,009 at the home of Mrs. Reginald Wil-1 club having a part in the functions
The Junior and Senior e7asses
Cayce collected a little more thati
if they wish to attend the meeting. will leave Tuesday, May 14, en their twenty-one graduates of the
prosliamson. The social hour led by Me of the committees of the Y. M. B. C.
at the in cash and pledges and many
The Board voted to accept the ad. annual Junior-Senioi trip. They High School Sunday night
pects are yet to be seen. Worl.ers Jeanette Inman consisted of a game, At this time he pointed out that
Cayce school building, the topic of
ice of the State Board of Educa- will return on Friday. May 17.
s.eople havo never "Fish in the Sea." A conUst was the committees must function or a
the sermon being "Lives of Great report that the
cation on the colored high school
The commencement address will
responded so heartily befote.
new committee will be appointed
also enjoyed.
Men All Remind Us."
situation.
of
Davis.
on a different combe delivered by Dr. Reid
Manager Jim Poole will arrive
and prayer was
Those present Wine: MeSdames and those tried
The
devotional
Frion
and w-ill bring I or 5 exUnion University, Jackson,
Malcolm Inman. mittee.
J. E. Hopper, pastor Sunday
Burnett,
Rev.
R.
by
C.
given
Bapday night. May 17, at the First
perienced players with him. Mr.
The club voted to donate $50.00
of the Cayce Methodist Church, and
Reginald Williamson, T. E. WilliamPlans Made For
several prostist Church. Miss Margarett Stevens
Henry Walker. to the Fulton Baseball Association
in Pray- Dalton also expects
The
To
Lord
Roberts,
"Go
P.
song.
H.
a
son,
League
Softball
Fulton
players from Henderson.
is valedictorian and Miss Rosetta er."
season.
was sung by a quartet, compos- pective
Myatt Johnson, J. C. Lawson, Mar- for the coming
The training
Burrow is salutatorian of the gradThe six month service award,
PowM. Smith. Texas. on Monday.
R.
L.
J.
Hill.
Crocker,
G.
Charlie
B.
of
Inman.
ed
vin
of
representatives
of
A meeting
uating class. Twenty-eight students
key made
season will begin Monday. April 15.
H. B. Cloys and M. S. Ames.
ell, Catherine Thompson and Her- which is a special
the local churches was held Mon- will receive diplomas.
Concessions for the season will
In- pecially for the Young Men's Busiexercises
Jeanette
Miss
The
and
commencement
Howell.
bert
Christian
First
the
day night at
be let to the best bidder at a meetMembers of the class are:
ness Club of Fulton vsas voted on
were held Thursday night. with
man,
Church, making plans for a Sunday
ing tonight at Atkins Insurance ofHelen Bizzle, Rosetta Burrow,
after the Board of Directors had
JunT.
U.
the
of
Dean
Meek,
Paul
Fulton.
in
School softball league
Christine Cardwell, Marie Fergufice. The meeting will start at 7:30
turned over the three high names
speaker.
the
as
Martin,
College,
ior
over
presided
Rev. Woodrow Fuller
son. Ruthelia Ferrell, Mary Louise
o'clock.
PHILADELPHIA BASEBALL
from last meeting's voting, those
salutatornin
and
valedictorian
The
committees
the meeting and several
Hastings, Marjorie Hickman, Es- addresses were given by Miss Ruby
PLAYERS HERE TODAY being M. L Parker. Carter Olive.
were appointed.
mond Milam. Dorothy Nanney. Wy- Manning and Eugene Waggener. SINGING CONVENTION
and Billie Blackstone. After the
AT CAYCE SUNDAY
A committee composed of Edward ona Pounds, Amanda Olive, Nell respectively.
A special train of eight cars ar- secret ballot was counted it was
Pugh, Joe Browder Williams and Qualls. Treva Ray, Velma Redman.
rived in Fulton at 5-15 o'clock this found that Carter Olive had won
Graduates are Dorothy Beckman.
County morning. carrying the Philadelphia the award. The YMBC Key was
The
Philip Humphrey was appointed to Carrye Lee Reed, Geneva Roach,
Fulton-Hickman
Belle Campbell, Lucy GarriMary
confer with K. P. Dalton, president Dorotha Roach, Margarett Stephens, gan, Ruth Ann Green. Ruby Man- Singing Convention will be held at National -Phillies- and the Phila- then presented to Mr. Olive by the
of the board of directors of the Elizabeth Valentine, Frances Welch. ning, Helen Simpson, Jessie Smith, Cayce High School on Sunday. Ap- delphia American "Athletics." The president. Mr. Olive has done much
at during the past six months for the
Fulton League. in regard to the
Billie Blakemore. Harrell Brun- Mary Lou Stinnett. Elsie Tucker. ril 14, according to R. C. Crocker, coaches will leave on No.
This 10.25 A. M for Mayfield where club and has always served faithlights at the baseball grounds. Joe dige. Tommie Edwards, L D. FraWilkins, Gladys Wright. president of the convention.
Elizabeth
Hall was named chairman and the zier, Brooks Oliver. Billie Owen,
meeting has been held semi-s.nnual- the two teams will play an exhibi- fully on any committee or activity
Joe Bard. Eugene Finch, Paul Car25 years.
following committee, Frank Beadles, Almus Polsgrove. Harold Wells.
tion game
that he was called on to help. The
Griffith. Billie Hen- ly for approximately
rigan,
Herbert
Several noted singers and quarJack Carter, Charles Williams. Dr.
The grade school operetta will
club feels that if every member
MenCason
James
Maupin,
Jack
ry,
was
April
Fuller,
Rev.
night,
TRANSFERRED
and
tets will be present from Murray, HIRAM MEEKS
Don Hawkins
would work as the two past winbe presented Tuesday
esse. Harold Pursell. James Smith
out
The
working
ARK.
o'clock.
in
TO MORRILTON,
named to assist him
Weakley County, Tenn., Graves
ners of the YMBC Key that this
16, beginning at eight
and Eugene Waggoner.
league
will
the
of
school
County. and Paducah. including
plans for the conduct
first six grades of the
organization could do lots that
The Senior play. "Sound Your
1,eschaasl manager needs to be done for Fulton and
and the requirements for players.;be dismissed for the year on Tues- Horn," was not given on Tuesday i the Mayfield Quartet. the Paducah ofHtihreammaNicIo
conto
received
Theatres,
Edward Pugh was named
1Mixed Quartet. and the Hawkins
the community.
day night, April 23.
night and will be presented tonight.
IJunior Quartet. besides singers word that he is being transferred to
tact the Methodist folk, while Mr.
The committee on obtair.ing a
Humphreys will contact the Nazafrom nearby
Morrilton. Ark., and will be replac- school flag and American flag for
ARRESTED ON
BOYS
INSTALLED
EQUIPMENT
NEW
rene church and others that may be
cd here by Mr. Harold Thomas of Fulton High School reported to the
CHARGE OF STOREBREAKLNG
AT SMITH CAFE
interested in the formation of the
DANCES TO BE SPONSORED
Arkansas. Mr. Thomas will arrive club that one had ben selected and
BY 1 MBC AND MC here this week-end.
the club voted to go ahead and buy
league. It is thought that there will
James Higgins. 17, Marvin Kinon the corlocated
Cafe,
Smith
be six or eight teams.
Mr. Meeks has been manager of the flag as the band needs it now
of Lake Street, has recently ney. 14. and James Lewellyn. 16.
ner
The Young Men's Business Club the theatre here for the past year An American flag has been obtained
Much enthusiasm was shown at
been redecorated throughout. The all of Dyerrsburg, were arrested and the Junior Woman's Club of
and has made many friends who through the good graces of the
the meeting and it was definitely
front of the building is of Wednesday in Dyersburg on a
new
Fulton are sponsoring a series of will be sorry to hear of his trans- Memphis Chamber of Commerce
decided that the league will play
and cream marble design. On charge of robbing Williams Hard- dances for the young people, to be
black
fen Mrs. Meeks and daughter will I that was in Fulton on a special
softball and not baseball. The hearty
the inside chromium plated plush ware Store of this city Sunday held at least once each month at
leave this week-end to visit rela- train Thursday afternoon. They
cooperation of everyone and all
bottom seats have been installed at night. Several pocket knives and the Woman's Club building. Music
tives in Little Rock and Mr. Meeks brought a flag from Memphis and
churches is urged in this matter.
the counter and beautiful new cartridges were found in the boys' will be furnished by the Fulton
gave it to the band. The Young
will be here a week longer.
It is understood that members of booths with leather upholstered possession.
High School Orchestra.
Men's Business Club was notified
the various teams must be memmornside
Thursday
was
tried
Higgins
one
on
placed
been
have
seats
Bob Binford is chairman of a LAMBUTH COLLEGE STUDENTS that they were doing this and the
bers of some Sunday School in FulRoberts
Homer
ing
rebefore
Esquire
New
room.
dining
main
of the
PRESENT LEAGUE PROGRAM Memphis Chamber of Commerce
tos, and the committee named to frigerators and kitchen equipment on a charge of storebreildng and committee in charge of arrangehad written the club and asiced
work out plans for requirements have been installed in the kitchen. bound over to the grand jury un- ments.
A group of students from Lam • what they could give the hand. The
will be instructed to consider this
make
to
bond.
Unable
der
9500
operaand
owner
Moss,
Mr. L. L.
in selecting players and officials.
FULTON HOSPITAL buth College. Jackson. Tennessee. club only told them that a staff or
tor of this cafe for the past two bond, he was carried to the county
win present a program at the reg a Solder would be nice as the flags
Another meeting will Ix, held at Years. has many years experience jail in Hickman.
Graham Wilkins, receiving treat- ular monthly meeting of the Leaguc were on the program.
the Christian Church next Monday , in restaurant business, coming here
Kinney and Lewellyn were also
Union of the Methodist Church, Forty-eight members were presnight and a full attendance of all from Jackson. He has made Smith carried to Hickman Thursday morn- ment, is improving.
Mrs. Obert Bushart of Clinton which will be held at the Method- ent for this meeting and as spring
prospective members and sponsors Cafe one of the outstanding cafes ing where they will be tried on
Monday ev- sets in the club promises the comis requested.
the same charge before the county was admitted Tuesday for an ap- ist Church at Troy on
of the section.
15, beginning at 7:90. munity more activity than it has
April
ening.
operation.
pendix
conmost
judge.
Mr. Moss is one of the
The new
Miss Melba Jackson of Union ever seen in the past.
Mrs. Alvin Bnswer is doing tine
sistent advertisers this community
LIONS CLUB MINSTREL
City, District Director of Young County Welfare Committee headed
Among those attending the fun- After a recent operation.
PRESENTED TONIGHT has ever known.
Jimmie Lawrence had a tonsil op- People's Work for the Union City by Ernest Lowe promises to bring
eral of Henry Moon. held Monday
District, made arrangements for Fulton and the community closer
afternoon at the Central Baptist 'ration Tiiesday.
The third annual Lion's Club PRE-CARNIVAL DANCE
together by working on programs
J. G. Wade is rex-toeing treatment the program.
AT ORION Church i in Martin were: Mr. and
Minstrel will be presented tonight
The program will consist of a de- together.
Mrs. J. E. Jones of Martin is imMrs. Tillman Adams, Leland Adams.
at the Science Hall, with the pro
votional period, talks, instrumental
The Business and Professional Mrs. Roy Adams and Mrs. Charlie 'roving.
needs to be used to provide lunchen
Mrs. Lloyd Hanson of Alameda,
MI-s. Emmett Reese is getting a- numbers, and recreational features,
for the under privileged children Woman's club of Obion is sponsor- Lowe,
nil presented by students of Lam
it we,,k-end for a
spent the long nicely.
King
the
Margaret
Miss
at
Dance
val
Pre-Carni
to
a
ing
campaign
A
school.
city
in the
Henry Phillips is slightly improv- built College. This is a part of the month's visit with her parents, Mr.
Tuesday
in
week-end
Memphis.
Gym
School
High
and
Obion
Tuesday
started
sell tickets
program inaugurated at the college and Mrs. J. J. Wade on Carr street.
Mrs. R. A. Foulkes is reported
%corkers report that the public is night. April 16. beginning at 10
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mtn: and
Mrs. Cecil Cruce and baby of this year whereby deputallon teams
week's
a
after
by
Improving
furnished
be
will
Music
o'clock.
way.
splendid
ceoperating in a
ire being sent out to particlpisto in daughter are visinrg his parents,
'ayes, were dismissed Tuesday.
Memphis
of
Davis
C.
J.
Mrs.
orchestra.
bus
and
Staulcup
Jack
the
directing
Mrs. Martin Nall is
Mrs. Harold Shaw of State Line. i inion meetings thissighout thf.• con• Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jolley, south of
Tickets are on sale in Fulton at spent Wednesday with her niece,
show, and Bets Binford will act as
town.
erence.
was dismissed Tuesday.
Cy,
Ave
Central
on
Jones,
M
I.
Mrs.
Cafe.
Lowe's
interlocutor.

The Fulton Board if Education
lit Monday night at the high
hold building and ele,tcil tuaclicrb
for the coming year.
They are us foliows• High School
W
Holland, principal; Mra.
Butterworth, commerical;
Ethel
Miss Mary Martin, Social Science;
MINN Mary Ropily'', English; Mrs.
Latin, French;
Walter
Mrs. Trevor Whayms Science; Uel
Killebtew, Manual Arts, Mrs. Hugh
Pupa% Librarian; Miss Nancy June
Sullivan, Home Economics.
Harrison,
Junior Iligh—Yewell
principal; Elizabeth Butt, EnglishHealth; Edwin Gunter Mathematics;
Pauline Thiatipson, Scinial Science:
Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett, English-Music.
Carr Institute—Miss Fannie Lee
Nix, first grade; Miss Helen Tyler,
first; Miss Carolyn 13cadles. first
and second: Miss Laverne Burnett,
second; Mrs. Elizabeth Payne, third,
Miss Fern Snow, third and fourth;
Miss Katherine Williamson, fourth
and fifth; Miss Lee Ella Lowe, fifth.
Terry-Norman—Mrs. Jessie Lee
Fleming, principal; Mrs. Elizabeth
Burrow, first and second; Miss
Katherine Bondurant, third and
fourth grades.
Milton (colored) school—Adelben Dumas, principal; Verna Mae
Ward, first and second; Mrs. Juanita Tucker, Intermediate grades.
Mrs. Martin Nall was reelected
attendance officer for next year.
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SA IS

UNCLE JIM
To a, . •
JUST HUMANS
initial Smits Conisii
1)0
iii ii
Fanning expel as
'the following procautions!
rip(
mitio,d w ith m a udv,ititog.' to all
flute rugs on polished fluor partios:
FILIILLSIlED EVERY FRIDAY
anchored or rubber-lined.
servThousands of funnels ill m
Keep stairways properly lighted
ing on AAA control- uommittees
111011eml as second class matter June free from objects on which one
'
all over the country.
DA 1111133, at the post office at Full in might stumble. with treads and
Ir
Sheepinan that have a good crop
21
Re., under the set of March 3, 1870. hand-rails iii VIM, repair.
EVERY THING1
of Iambs should keep theni growing,
HEM
Keep sharp instruments, such as1
as they look like sure money this
REDUCE D.
18181TUARIES. Card of Tlianks, scinsoris ice-picks, pins and needles
year.
Ilegiages Notices and Political Cards out of reach of young children.
The time is short for filing farm
algirpd at the rates specified by
Have all medicines, washing powplans to qualify for 1940 AAA payalleartletng department.
' tiers, insecticides and nther housements. This must be done on or bepoison
hold articles containing
fore April 15.
-properly labeled and kept in a safe
Furni records show that, as a gen•
igisaiption rates radius of 20 place.
eral rule, the higher the income
Gibe of Fulton $100 a )eat. ElieKeep all open fires gen:eyed,
per unit of livestock, the higher the
More $1.00 • year.
shitnneys cleaned and all heating
imams. from the farm.
apparatus in safe condition.
There is a French saying, "If
Never allow an automobile enUNCLE SAM'S BARGAIN
you want to be happy an hour. get
din
to
gine
garage
run
with
the
Much has been said during the
But if you want to
Inman:Mt&
closed. Keep steps and sidewalks
lag 00 years concerning the land
I,.' happy forever, become a gardenice.
and
snow
of
clear
pinta made by the governnwnt
written in this ,
\Inch has
lb pioneer railroads, and many
"Be not the first by whom the
ELKS DONATE BLOOD
column about the laslestrian. P •sts11 believe that this constituted a
Benevolent
the
of
lodges
Several
in n new are tried " applies partieudestrians na•st iitten walk
aft to the roads. But any fair apholy well to the use of untested
and Protective Order of Elks have
trouble; it is not always the driv •r
grassal of the actual results will
out-of-state hybrid corn, which
organized blood donor squads for
drew that Uncle Sam made a highwho is to blame. Approximately 41
may not do as well as adapted
the purpose of giving transfusions
per cent of the fatalities to pedest* profitable bargain.
open-pollinated varieties.
to those unable to pay for them or
What has happened in the case
r.ans in 1939 were the result of
obtain them otherwise.
iek one of the earliest land grant
— the pedestrian's crusaing a street , Under the Farm-Unit Test DeA plI/Ill•Cr in this humanitarian
stoc's is a perfect illustration of.
or highway between intersections. monstration Program, over 3,500
South
Hagersand
lodge
the
at
is
movement
grain
Canadian
about 10 years later. Between 1673 and
Maw results. In 1851 the govern-,
In tura' areas, about 38 per cent Tennessee farmers have agreed to
to
cotton
are
members
whose
Branhan
Md.,
town,
and
mem owned more than II million
of the pedestrians killed were walk- Joisierate with the U-T Agriculand lain ls'ainnings in postal serv- African
six
least
at
with
soldiers.
saving
credited
acres of land in Illinois, and in that
ice were madi in Massachusetts, bad and clothe their
lug in the roadway when struck.!torsi Extension Service and the T.
the squad was organised Maryland.
year a grant of some two and a half lives since
Why have the Allies purchased In cities, 42 per cent were crossing iv. A. by using their entire farm as
36
The
of
blood
year
a
ago.
about
The Irtercolonial Postal Union
million acres was made to encourat an intersection and, of course, an example, of improved farm and
in physical condition to was started by private parties un- their foodstuff elsewhere? Partly
age the building of the Illinois Cen- members
were crossing'soil management methods.
'about one-fourth
examinmake
cheaply
been
donations has
teat. This consisted of alternate
der sanctem of the British crown beCallSe they can buy more
'against the signal or diagonally.
beinformation
with
Careful surveys made in Tennsections in a strip extending six ed and classified,
in 1693, the post roads being made within their empires; partly
Safety men believe there are three
Baldocthree years inmiles on both ids of the right-of- concerning them furnished to
through the forests. Carrying lit- cause they wish to keep the
underlying personal causes of these I essee during the last
tors and hospitals in the communeconomtobacco beds
way.
ters from Philadelphia to Boston kan countries tied to them
(I) bodily defects, (2) dicate that spraying
:accidents:
pursolution while
government ity.
the
Immediately
took six weeks, and in winter ser• ieally and consequently have
of knowledge or skill, and (3)!with a bluestone-limp
lack
It is understood that these volchased large amounts of Balkan
:the plants are in the square has
Jeabled the price of its land to
vice frequently interrupted.
inuiroper attitude.
unteer donors are not to be callpartly because they
kept down wildfire Ask your counsettlers, from $1.25 to $2.50 an acre,'
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where they can get the war supplies are inclined
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postmaster-general for the colonies cause many of the present day prob- able share of the pedestrian toll.
'them to eat meat on Fridays, their
to render a similar worthy servusual day of abstinence.
It's smart to "walk" carefully.
Relating these and other facts. ice in their respective communities. during the Revolution.
lems of the American farmer can
lar Christopher (111.) Progress said
Franklin established post routes
so a recent editorial: "The governey PERCY CROSBY
from Massachusetts to Georgia,
Back crthe Plats'
EARLY MAIL SERVICE
Omit has already been more than
with numerous cross routes, and
idly reimbursed for these grants
appointed postmasters in all the
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Oland. We support the view that
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rate reductions concerning mail service in the the foundation laid for the std.DIAMOND RING MY
American colonies was an order by
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the General Court of MassachuStates now enjoys.
setts. in 1639, which directed that
DANGER IN THE HOME
The first postmaster-general apFigures compiled by one of the letters to be carried overseas should
pcinted by President Washington
'largest insurance companies show be left at the home of one Richard
was Samuel Osgood. but the postghat accidents in and about homes Fairbanks, who would see them placmaster-general was not considered
cause more than 25.000 deaths and ed on board ship. Hence Fairbanks
a cabinet officer until 1829. In that
*tree million injuries in the United has been called America's first postyear William T. Barry was appointStates every year. Of these deaths master.
ed to the office by President Andrew
dm* 8,000 are caused by falls; In 1672 a monthly mail service
Jackson.
5.400 from burns. scalds and explo- was ,-stablished between New York
shwas; 3,800 from asphyxiation, and and Boston, but it was soon discontinued and not resumed until
1.41310 from poisoning.
!be traced directly to the last world
lwar with its high farm prices, treiniendous estimation of wheat IICIV•
age, and the land buying scramble
I at high prices. In the wake of this.
inevitably, cattle low farm prices,
k
'it huge burden of debt and banruptcy.
Although the farmers have nut
benefited by high farm prices KO
: fur dining tItis war, they may not
be plagued by low prices and agricultural maladjustment when hos' tilities cease. An agricultural proMimi stic
grant Isessi on sound
-evorioni , far better than one bias: ,
upon s sr markets.
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With IRVIN S. COBB

P.S. He Lost the Case

1

By IRVEsi S. COBB
A certain southern state a newly-elected magistrate was trying a
p case.
The hearing was complicated by a great deal of cross-firing.

back and forth, be' :eon the opposing attornes. Objections, motions,
asterruptioiss, were ding in the air thick and fast.
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\

By

kw. NOT WHEW
THERE'S A -THREE
AND NINE CENT
STORE

Frederkk Stamm, Economist
Director of Adult Education

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

The maeristrate hirr.-elf was not oure of his own ground on the
point, !n que-tin, nevertheless h., d..1 not intend to allow that fact
Li be ..liscovercd by the-e in attendance or by the lawyers.
A stage was reached where he appeared to be leaning against the
argument being advaaced by the attorney or. the floor. The latter,
sating it, sail:
"Tour Honor, if you will allow me, I shall be glad to real you
what the United States Sup-?me Court has to say on this very quesgo
tion."
"Nek“.r mind, sir:* stated the magistrate. "I am not responsible
Ser the error- of the United States Supreme C-urt"
- 1
, Amr1an Nr.r. Feature. 1,

T E CLANCY KIDS
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Well, Folks, It's Old Man Pickle
Still Whittling on Those Prices!

50
New Irish Potatoes, lb
150
Tomatoes, fancy pinks, lb ___
Oranges, Florida Morjuice, 250-size, each ___ 10
Grapefruit, large size
150
4 for
Lemons, sour juicy, dozen
150
Bananas, golden ripe, a Pickle bargain, do:. 150

I

Be sure to buy a pound of that good coffee,
put your name, and the name you select, on
the bag. Return it to the store and win that
country ham. Contest ends April 30. Decision of the judges will be final. Winner and
name will be printed in this Advertisement.

Jello, Royal, any flavor, 3 for __
110
Pet Milk, small, 3 for lle; large size, 3 for 22e
Johnson's Wax, paste, 2-lb can
98e
Rice Flakes, Heinz, 2 for
190
Shredded Wheat, reg. size, 2 for _
17(
Pickles, sour, quart jar, each ___
_ 12%0
Breakfast Bacon, Laclede or lndep. sliced
2 lbs.
290
Sausage, pure pork, made country way, lb 100
t'ork Roast, shoulder cuts, lean, lb -----Pork Chops, small lean, lb
15%0
Hog Jowl, country sm°ked, Vz or whole, lb 121/20
Lard, pure hog, the beat, 4-lb carton __ _ 33e
4-lb bucket
370
Salt Pork Side, Streak
- -O-Lean, lb
__ 10e
Hens, Fryers, Country Dressed
FOR BETTER PRICES - QUALITY - FOOD - THERE
WILL HAVE TO BE ANOTHER PICKLE GROCERY

PICKLE'S GROCERY
FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE - ANYTIME
FIRST and LAST STOP-EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 226
FULTON, KY.

The Whole Town Is talking
about

S4/4 - ApOict• • ••

You'll marvel that these guarantees:I washatele end
fadeprool papers, styled to pertedion, ore wiled
so loss. The country's Ittust known &signets hare
introduced new freshness, originality and operkle
Shot will best suit your rooms and personal tastes.
Striking as subtle harmonies- a w•alth
of ckitions Ice ',try
4-gefec7
roe n'

Exchange Furniture Co.
C'hurch Street

A
4cr

/

HIGHT

12-k-

ViiiGIACREEN-31ADIO
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pay.
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STOcK PEED YALU'S
;I eat public Indignation was aroused. Governor Patterson of
Tennessee proceeded to the scene,
For several year ti it steady boa
with part of the state militia, in an provement in sti.rii feeding iersas.
RIDERS CASE
effort to restore order and to ap- ads has been going an, Aid III
prehend the guilty. A special term scientific studies of fetal Witt/
J. L Crockett, grocer, of South 'of the circuit court was called, at and the dissemination oh''Fulton, was reminded last week of which the grand jury indicted Gar- than thus obtained to the
fliftisigling
the turnout; night riders case, which rett Johnson, Sam
Applewhite, of the country, thereby
edible ill
caused much extol, merit in Obion Arthur Clime Fred Pinion, Bob
their cash returns.
niunty more than three decades Huffman Bud Morris Tid Burton
ago. At the time he was a deputy and Roy Ransom for murder. They
In former days, before the db.
sheriff of that county. The event were all tried together, with the vclopment of the splendid nearassio
was recalled when he found an old result that the Jury returned a ver- facilities of government and
newspaper giving an account of dict against Garrett Johlts.,n, Fred vale experiment statio.
ns tow
a hearing konducted at J'aeloon, Pinion, Sam Applewhite, 'l'id Bur- was a direct
re a
and substantial amoill
Tenn , reviewing the case, when ton, Roy Ransom and Arthur Cloar loss through indiscriminage
the supreme court reversed the ver- of murder in the first degree with unscientific feeding of
livesLodir- As
dict of eight Obion county night mitigating circumstances, and a
• typical example, many fainsow
to
remanded
the
case
riders and
verdict against Bud Morris and Bob fed
whole soybeans to hogs, Imo
the circuit court of Obion county Huffman of murder in the second
ing what is known as "soft porlk
for • rehearing. Six of the prisoners degree and fixed their punishment
i and because of the resulting Ili,
were sentenced to be hanged, and at 20 years imprisonment.
feriority packers in some ewes
two to twenty years in the state
The special term of court con- ' were compelled to avoid an daily
itenitentiary.
vened on Dec. 7, 1908, and the district in which quantities of elhatir
For years residerts around Reel- grand jury was impaneled the same soybeans were being fed.
foot hake had been using the lake day. It returned indictments against
WHO. educational work
by lbs.
as a public fishing ground, selling the plaintiffs. On Dec. 9th each of
their catches for a living. Trouble the persons indicted was arrested. Department of Agriculture aud the
developed
when the Tennessee On the 10th they filed jointly a plea experiment stations largely dorLand Company took over the lake in abatement setting out their ob- rected this error, and at 'l's,sane
and adjoining land making it pri- jections to the indictments. The plea time drove home forcibly the radar
vate property and restraining the in abatement raised serious ques- of soybean oilmeal in the feeding
fishing activities of families who tions as to the legality of the pro- of hogs, dairy cows, beef oithldr.,
had fished in its waters for years.• ceedings under which the. grand sheep and poultry.
Captain Quintin Rankin was hir- jury was empancled. As a result the
Government
bulletins palsied
ed to represent these people in a case was carried to the supreme out that the oilmeal was kiesier
lawsuit evolving out of the trouble. court. Judges Beard, Bell and Craft nutritious, a well-balanc.xl and
easIt seems that the land company won agreed on the opinion, and Judges ily digestible
protein and had le
the case, and the people were dis- Shields and McAlister dissented.
very desirable physical effeint am
gruntled about the whole matter.
Judge J. E. Jones, circuit court of
all animals." Farmers were ankforCaptain Rankin a short time later the special term, was the man who
ed that "as the properties at asyobtained an interest in the land convicted the night riders. AttorneyFor the first time in recent years company, and this aroused the sus- General D. J. Caldwell's pleading bean oilmeal are becoming beffter
the Legion of Decency cracked picion of the people that he had aided II' convicting them. Rice A. known it is growing in popeliatifar
down on a pic•
as an ingredient of mixed Isods,"
lure made by a "sold them out" to the land com- Pierce and W. D. Fry represented
State experiment statism Misr
the night riders.
major studio pany.
wise stressed the importance elf
when it stepped
been
reversed
case
had
After
the
On the 9th day of October, 1908.
this protein ingredient, Wilk Sae
on "Strange Carby the supreme court, and reopened
go," the Joan on the shore of Reelfoot Lake, near
result that its consumption beg isObion
county
rehearing
in
the
for
Crawford - Clark Walnut Log, in Obion county. Capcreased amazingly in the hit kw
Gable film. One tain Rankin and Col. Z. N. Taylor circuit court, the attorneys for the
years.
of the objections were accosted by a band of night night riders were successful in ewas that there riders. As an outcome Rankin was ventually winning them their freeA thief slipped into C. A. Ilediswere "lustful imhanged. Col. Taylor succeeded in dom.
plications in diawell's pasture in Covington, Klirs•
into
a
fleeing
escape
by
an
making
logue and situaFor the past four years there has and stole the wool off the bleb elf
tion." This pic- nearby slough and hiding behind a
Joan Crawford
criminal court a sheep which was pasturing mina
ture, incidentally, log, although he was shot at as he been no case listed in
in the town of Woodstock. Can. the cows.
had already been passed by the Pro- fled.
duction Code administration.

she executes for a number in "Broadway Melody of 1940?"
THAT George Murphy anl Fred THAT the last time Frank Morgan
Astaire, both appeuring in musical and Fred Astaire appeared in
shows in London at the time talk- show together was eight years ago
ing pictures were introduced, re- In New York when they were comarked to each other that it would featured in "The Band Wagon"?
be funny if some day they appeared THAT Director Norman Taurog has
By VIRGINIA VALE
in one of the now ,fangled sound a novel way of guarding against
Irirleasstl by Vis•teso Newsbriper
films together? "Broadway Melody mistakes on the set? Any erring
wear
must
of 1940" made this thought conic inemtvr of cast or crew
611 D EBECCA" was released
a doghouse necklace on which his
true.
IN at last, ti few weeks ago,
name is printed for an entire day.
and people are still arguing
THAT the mirror used in the "Beabout it; the chances are that
gin the Begume" number of "BroadGambling is said to be "a normal
the arguments will continue for
probWhich
way Melody of 1940" is the largest human weakness."
a long, long time. For it's one
in the world, measuring (15 feet ably accounts for a lot of marriages
of those cases of "If you liked
moan!?
the book you probably won't
An raiditional 1,000 beds are need
like the picture."
THAT Eleanor Powell took lessons ed at St. Elizabeth's Hospital for
That's unfortunate, because
front a fireman in sliding down a the Insane in Washington, D. C.
superb. Hitch65-foot pole to prepare herself for Are the crackpots becoming violent? the picture is
— cock, the top-notch English
director, handled it unusually
well. Technically, it could hardly
be bettered. The 'eerie, supernatural feeling that pervaded the book
has been admirably brought to the
screen.
Joan Fontaine, under Ilitchcock's
direction, gave such a performance
that she has proved her right to
230
Irish Potatoes, red or while, 10 lbs.
being known as an excellent actress
8(
Sweet Potatoes, red, fine for baking,3 lbs.
in her own right; the time may
come when Olivia de Havilland will
110
Cabbage, fresh green, I lbs.
be known as "Joan Fontaine's sisGreen Beaus, English Peas, fresh Lima
ter," instead of its being the other
way round. The entire cast is ex__ 250
Beans, 2 lbs. ____
ceptionally good; it's one of the best
100
Squash, yellow crooked neck, lb .
pictures that have come out of Hollywood in a lung, long time. So,
Radishes, Green Onions, bunch
even though you were quite mad
__ 10(
Carrots, fancy long yellow, 3 bunches
about the book, don't miss seeing it.

l'ho-e 35

Fulton, Ky.

Barbara Stanwyck is very proud
of the gift with which Robert Taylor
celebrated their first seven months
of wedded bliss-a diamond-studded
pin in the shape of a covered
wagon,
Eight-year-old Johnny Sheffield is
a hero, partly as a result of his
role as Tarzan's son in a picture
made not so long ago. The other
day he and Ann Todd, who's a year '
younger, were working in • scene
for RKO's "Little Orvie," when •
water main burst, flooding the set
knee-deep.
Before any of the
grown-ups could reach them, Johnny swung Ann onto his back and
marched her to safety.
Jelin Farrow, Maureen OSellivaies director husband, fer.
strongly about getting into the WP.r
that he gave up his job and was
sworn into the Royal Canadian
navy; he's a lieutenant, and off to
the wars.

Will Your
Summer
Touring
Days Be
Trouble-Free
Days?

If Edward G. Robinson, of the
movies and radio's "Big Town" can
arrange his schedules he and Mrs.
Robinson will accompany Symphony
Maestro Leopold
Stokowski on that
woe
musical jaunt to
with
South America
a troupe of young
American
musicians. Stokowski
taking a complete
rib
symphony orchestra
with him, composed
Edward G.
of talented young
Robinson
American musicians.
Few people knew how much the
Hollywood preview of "Primrose
Path'' meant to Joan Carroll. In it
she plays Ginger Rogers brat sister, and the option on her services
was written to run not longer than
three days after the picture's official preview. The cantiact provided that she would be signed to
a five-year studio contract if the
audience reaction was favorable for
her.
Probably no showing of a picture
ever meant more to a girl. Site's
done her best, and all she could do
was sit and wait-to see if a lot
of strangers liked her. When you
see it-and it's swell, don't miss it
-you can imagine how she felt.
When the showing was over, and
she learned that she'd won that coveted contract, she wanted to embrace everybody in that audience.
•
Ken Itturtay. master of ceremonies of CBS's "Star Theater,"
says he turned comedian when he
was tired from his first stage job,
which was not so %cry long ago. He
tried to crash vaudeville, and a
comedian who felt sorry for Min
told him that his jokes were terrible,
and offered to take him along As a
"straight'' man. On his first two
appearances in that capacity Ken
got practically all the laughs-and
lust his job. Whereupon he became
a stteccsaful comedian in los owe
right.

They IIiil if You're Properly Cared for Your Car, Atter .411
the Gruelling Grind of Winter
Now's the time to have your car thoroughly checked. You
will find experienced mechanics and a well-equipped shop here
to recondition your car if it needs it.
Modern motors are built for endurance, but the manufacturer expects you to keep your motor in perfect condition to
give you year-after-year performance. Regular inspection by
our mechanics and a few minor adjustments from time to time,
will save that big expense later on. If your car operates efficiently now, then let us keep it operating that way ... if it is
not in good operating condition we can put it in condition for
you at moderate cost.

Co
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White
Bob
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Sk_Louls Globe Democrat
itrms operated by full owners Sword Drill Friday afterncon.
task to date. It is the business of
Chicago Herald Examiner
Chicago American
amounted to 39.6'; of the value of
pramoting the Motion Picture limey.
(I) A Careful study ohs Patient to
Chicago Tribune
the farms, 1,11 1935 the mortgage
This will be a haven for veterans
determine the cause of that
PERSONALS
Just Phone 753
Patient's discomfort, whether
,ielst amounted to 50.2'..
blanch
of
the
motion
piein every
mental or physical.
drop
in
To be sure, there was a
Lure industry, not alone actors but
JACK EDWARDS
Mrs. J. B. Varden spent the week- ever)body. It will occupy a bet
(2) The application of whatever
this period of 15'; in the mortgage
seems best, based on the traindebt on owner-operated farms, end with Mr. and Mrs. A. G. area of ranch land in the San Fering and experience of the
smounting to $654 millions, but Campbell in Cayce.
nando Valley and plans are to make
Doctor, to relieve the cause -.
Charles Osgood of Louisville was • it an estate home in keeping with
tIns reduction resulted from forewhether it be medicine,surgery,
aunt.
his
guest
of
week-end
the
, losures and did not reflect any net
stars, In na
I the fine estats
e of the sta.
counsel or other treatment.
quickly relieve DISTRESS of improvement of position.
Mrs. Wrenn Coulter.
.sense will it he an institution but.
These two descriptive paragraphs
Mr. and Mrs Paul Jolley and ,on the contrary, the kind of place
Ratio of Mortgage Debt to Value
sound simple enough,but if you will
visiting
are
Detroit
daughter
of
stop and think them over carefully,
of Owner-Operated Farms
, which any man or woman in the
and analyze their full meaning, you
the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs. motion picture industry might vis
.
39.6%
1930 .
will realize they cover a tremenTom Jolley, south of town.
1935
50.2
,ualize as the ultimate in conif• t
dous amount of territory in human
Miss Bessie 1....ce Brumfield is !and charm to which to retire.
; Dr. A. G. 131ask, the new governor
DON'T "take chances" with unknown • of the Farm Credit Administration, slightly improved after a recent
products to relieve discomfort of your
operation in the Baptist Hospital.
points out that one of the most
child's spasmodic croupy coughs caused
Stars Can't Ile ThemMemphis.
kr colds. Use "Children's" Ilugteroki
serious weaknesses in the governselves in Current Film
Muaterele gives such QUICK relief be,
,
Mrs. R. J. Lanroy has returned
ment
s
previous
refinancing
prosalve."
ranee It. not "just an ordinary
DEMYER
Jackson. Miss., after
Rub it well on your kiddie's chest, throat
gram was the failure to scale down to her home in
408 LAKE ST- FULTON.KY.
and back. It soothes and stimulates surirconc
several days visit with Mrs. Will . Motion picture ,. whii'
farm
indebtedness.
While
banks.
face circulation and helps break up local
Street.
actors' and actresses' ;
IS TO RSI
UIJR
rongeetion and pain. Its soothing vapors
aisurance companies and other pri- Coulter. Valley
sm.. breathing, 400. Approveci by (rood
Mrs. W. B. McClain was in Union stars, are now removing tia •vale crechtors were paid off 100';
4.1.usekeeping Bureau.
business Tuesday morning. ales and replacing them with
CIFOLDRICS•4
in most instances when the land City on
Miss Dorothy Cole of Paducah is ones. Si points out Lionel Barra harks or Commissioner took over
parents. Mr. and Mrs. norm who through the "Dr. Kiltheir mortgage holdings. only one visiting her
Fourth street.
dare" pictures is becoming as well
farm in four. according to Dr. Black, Atkins Cole on
known as "Dr. Gillespie," the part
had its total debt load scaled down.
TRA:•711111111111111.11111INZIONIII
;he plays, as he is as Lionel BarryFIRST BATTLE FLAG
mite,
i and even then the reduction arnoute
more, eldest of the Royal Family of
ed to an average of only lOsas.
—EAT AT—
The question of when and where stage and screen.
, As a consequence, one out of
His fan letters ask for medical
'very four loans made by the land the Amerisan flag with stars and advice and recite symptoms, as a
The World's Greatest
banks and the Commissioner is stripes was first carried in battle result of his appearances as the;
Artists
:
are on Victor
':0w delinquent, and the stringent has been the subject of much conRecorCiff
crusty old diagnositician, the fourth
foreclosure policy followed by the lroversy among historiar.s ever
of such appearances being in "Dr.:
former heads of the Farm Credit since the Revolution. In fact, in Kildare's Strange Case," the new 1
Administration is responsible for spite of the Betsy Ross tradition, Kildare story in which he will be'
Modernistic and Comfortable
the FCA's now holding $139 mil- the erigin o; the flag is uncertain. een commencing Friday
at tlita
lions of farm lands.
the
It is a matter of history that
Good Food Served Right
Fulton Theatre.
Government figures show that flag of 13 stars and 13 stripes was
Chaplin Was First
ft
the farm debt is seriously out °f'adopted by Congress on June 14,
OPEN DAY & NIGHT
Oddly enough. Barryniore says.;
iine with farm income. While the!1777. but the exact date on which
the first actor to gain a "character;
farm
mortgage
debt
in
haat
19101 tlit first flag was made is unknown. dentity"
was Charlie Chaplin.
amounted to 48'. of the cash in- i Asthe flag's first display in back in silent days When he fir::
same receivt‘d by all farmers in battle, there have been conflicting appeared in pictures without screen
!aat year, it amounted to 83'; of
claims. Until recently it was gene-. credit, as was then the custom, the
le total in 1939.
whenever you wish.., on
rally supposed that this occurred at public nicknamed him "Loon. v
Port Schuyler, N. Y.. on August 3, 'This persisted." Etarrymore relate .
policeman was 1777, when that post was besieged . 'until his name went on the screen
A Washington
arrested for not reporting an ace
by the British. The flag used on with Marie Dres•,ler's in 'Tillie's
Third and Carr St.
dent he had while motoring with that occasion was said to have been 'Punctured Rarnarce. Mare Pick.1-.•
1..0 wife of a bootlegger.
made from a blue jacket and a ford was fiest known es 1
soldier's et ife's red petticoat, with graph Girl' but soon gait.
real identity
A birth certificate filed recently stars cut from a white shirt.
Today, Barryniore paints out,
Columbus, 0., listed only the
War Department officials who
mother's name. In the place reser- have recently made researches with this is reversed and players are
ved for the father's name, this was a view to clearing up the matter first know-n 1;s- tht•ir names, then
their characters. "Johnny W.
nth. n: -Gone With the Wind."
now declare that the evidence fa- mutter,"
loots OW. ..,s I. •
vors Cooeles Bridge. Del.. as the much better known as Tarzan
A little leak will sink a great
place where the first battle flag
ship.
with stars and stripes was unfurled.
This was during a skirmish
which preceded
the battle of
Brandywine, aid occurred on SepFor the Best In New Furniture
tember 3. 1777.
SEE
All of which is interesting. though
not of great importance. The important thing is that tee Stars and
Stripes still that as the symbol
if freedom. and equality of opporFor Bargains in Used Furniture
tunity. T11' fact that the principles
for which it stands are si.enetimes
SEE
siolated does not materially de0I.P Of sugar --a couple of eggs.
tract frein it sublime syrntolism.
such things are biome ed theN Can he

Neu' Rill Would Cut
Farm Mortgage Debt
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LOWE'S CAFE

YOU Choose
the Tunes...

TOMMY DORSEY "
plays them

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

VICTOR

RECORDS

AMBULANCE
PHONE 1

Get them 1,4t

BENNET1 ELECTRIC

ostdte Mom/3
She may S AY..
But what does she THINK?

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

A

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
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MLR COAL COSTS LESS
For year:. we have been serving the people of
this vicinit:t, bringing them better quality coal
that gives more heat than ordinary coal. Let
us tale your order for prompt delivery.

CITY COAL COMPANY
—PHONE 51—

lean Hersholt Plays
'('if in Vect
IM.•lar Christian"
,1

•

r
ntj

•• ;eat

returned. arid am good neighbor is glad to
lend them. But, vu heti von has col a telephone
Of your own, a'-king to use a neieliber's tele.
phone is another matter. It he asking a fits or
that can't lie returned in kind, and it is apt
to IV considered an impositiim.
Avoid the embarrassment of using someone else's telephone. Spare t ourself and your
neighbors inconvenience r rid pos.ilde annoy.
mice. Get a telephone of your MVP. It will cost
olds a few pelitlit'S a diO bud it N iii give you
a world of pleasure arid comfort.

SOOTHERn BELL TELEPHOU
ROD TELEGRAPH COMPRAY
ONCONPONAT10
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BEN PHILLIPS
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Officers To Meet
age. He- wee; placed in the state
hoi•pital some four months ago and. Bun Phillips, of ta ix Crutchhe•Id,
The county Homemakers Federaremained there until a week ago died Saturday night at the Fulton
from Fulton, Gras,.
when he was removed to the home Hospital, following an illness of lion officers
,Ballard, Hickman and McCracke
of his daughter. Several children pneumenia. His wife and a son, Vit
Even ,
survive, besides grandchildren who gil, also died in the past two %%licks. Ceuntri.s will meet in the
in the!
Mourn his passing. Jackson and Another son, Henry, is seriocs- sitar Service Assembly Room
Court House at Mayfield on Sat- j
Seen. Dukedom undertakers, were in ly ill at the hospital.
eirday, April 13th, at 9 30 o'clock to.
charge of interment at Murrell
coordinate the plans of the counties
HERBERT WILLIAMS
cemetery.
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Herbert Williams, 12 years 01d, ship and Publicity sections.
Richard Crist, artist of Pitt.
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Threlkeld.
Wednesday.
Citizenship Chairman—Miss Pearl
J. H. McEwen. supcnvislz, CarWilliams.
bondale. was in Fulton Wednesday.
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C. I. Van Arsdalen, division enGreat Whiskey 74101....:LL
gineer. Carbondale. was MN. Wed- GAME AND FISH DIVISION
LIBERATES BOB WHITE QUAIL
nesday.
W. II. Street. trainmaster. BluFRANKFORT. Ky.. April II
ford, was in Fulton Wednesday.
.1. A. Satan. supervisor of signals, I aseration of the Bob White Q...
Paducah, was in Fullton Wed•a-s- in Kentucky by the Division
Gum, and Fish, assistc:d by
day.
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For Baby Chicks,Hogs,Cattle,Horses
and all kinds of livestock
Custom Grinding and Mixing A Specialty
Highest Quality — Best Prices

Browder Milling Co.
FULTON, KY,

BONDED0,

14)

in

pnovEN
vizonrcr of

A.:1,754t
'1144"

'REHE'MRER,
'NOBETTER 147IISKEY
CANBE MADE '.
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AnnouncingtheOpening
Of Fulton's Newest
Grocery and Meat
Market!
CGme In and Take Advantage of These
MONEY-SAVING PRICES!

Hominy, No. 2!'2. 2 cans
Buttermilk, Cloverleaf, Grade .4, qt.
_
5c—qt.
pl.
Steect
lbs.
10
Irish Potatoes. round while.
Pet Milk, small can
Coffee, Fancy Rio, lb
Candy and Ckeicing Gum. 3 for
Garden Seed, high quality. pkg.
Pork ('hops, nice and kern. lb.
Pork Steak, a real bargain, lb
_
Frankfurters, nice. lb
Reef Steak, nice and tender, lb
Sausage. pure pork, lb __
Sugar, Godchaux. 10 lbs.
Matches, True American, 3 boxes
Salt. 3 boxes
Cigarettes. Lucky Strike, Camel, pack
10c-5 gals.
l'OSCIU', gal.

_ 15c
5c
10c
19c
121 2 c
Bic
t*

16c
15c
9:.)c
121 1e

Phone 438 — We Deliver

Fuller's Grocer
503 W. Stale Line

siiuth 1.'0ton, l'd

1
I

What You Get When You Buy Our

P IN'TING

S. A. Wakefield, assistant Dile.,
. of the Division, stated that IV
12 countics passed by
ratieen, some were not --,
„II propagation and i
I :t.rtrre n's ,
nsr
11 vie
., 11,2
Ii
i of pn-'
mg F'':.5. II
.'.•II I' . , •,,-1

Quality - Service - Price
Paper Selection—We carefully select paper!
Make-Up—An important factor in good printing!
Type Selection—Modern type designs!

Ft:111.'11 alai farmers
• summer and early r.•
should—augmented
is all,ady in the ficicis- p•
multiply to such an extent as
splendid hunting next

Press Work—The most important factor!

RURAL ELECTRICATION 4-H
CLUB FORMED IN ORION
new Obion County Rural F.le • •
',cation 4-11 Club se..
.-: week in Union City. .
ten boys. chosen fneen a
encants form the 411 Cl
county. It will Lw a pel •
••anization for 1940 and %s
. 'et meetings during the
• xt year a similar club will
lined of ten other 4-11 club me
• s, and the club is expected ti
annual affair.
lire Tennesse Valley Aur.
emesperating with the Um
Tennussee Agricultural i s•
Serviee in conducting tl•
..tings, in which the boys NI
it 10 do electric wiring
the proper way to
'ricity on the farm.
lembers of this special 4-11
I he Bill Glover, Hurtle
Huey and James Pardue of
a Club; Marvin Wilse-n ef
een Hall Club, Gems..

We Can Supply Your PRINTING NEEDS!
We can render fast service and turn out quality printing.
We will help you plan your printing matter. so as to get the
efft- et:vi ri ,t1

•

s from your job.

CUTS --- IDEAS --- DESIGNS
Consult Us for Your Printing :!nd Advertising Problems

Phone 470

(
FULTON NEWS'
Fourth St,

Opposite Bob trizit• llotor Co.

Fulton, Kg-
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ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS

lioosting Kentucky Soil Fertility

COUNTY AGENT

a.

'Nero

Crook of the County Health De
partment, Mr. Sant Garner of the
U T. Junior College- at Merlin; and
Mrs. Noel Snyder of the Troy Community Club.
'lice' meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs Patterson,
the roll was called and the minutes
were read. A portion of the busI•
iiess SeN2111111 WIls held before noon.
Mr. Hilliard made an interesting
talk and brief talks were also made
by Miss Crook and Mrs. Jones, concerning the County Health Departmerit and the C'runty Library.
In the afternoon session Dr. Doll
P Hawkins of the First Christian
Church conducted the devotional
and gave' an interesting sketch on
the life works of Fannie J Crosby.
Talks were made by Dr. Brown,
Moue White and Miss Browder.
Five new members were added to
the roll. At the conclusion of the
bur:int-see session several contests
were enjoyed and the meeting was
adjourned.

purtment cf
today.

Revviiki,

announced

Altlienigh the number of returns
TH, Fulton County farmers at•
filed so far this yeal is below the
tended the annual West Tennessee
number filed Om the same period
cover crop field day at Jaeksem
last year, the Ihmartment is expectlust Friday. Thost- attending were
ing an itieremee in the- total num!Ullman Collier, R. B. Watts, Gus
ber of returns file-el. Apparently,
[ Browder. Rupert Browder, Paul
taxpayers huve been cc ailing Until
, Williams. Hugh Carrigan, Nelson
the last week to file their returns,
Hickerson, Weldon King, Bill HarDepartment of lievenue officials
rison and County Agent S. V Foy,
said. Interne tax payments to date
This WAS II di)' a ut spe;nt and it is
by individuals amounted to $502,worth any farmer's time to spend
185 as compared tel $500,000 for the
a day at this meeting You will be
same period lest year. t'orporation
convinced more thoroughly
what
tax payments amounted to $214,can be done by the use of good winMost ominous issue facing the
599 ar compared to $231,40f1 last
ter pasture end cover crops.
money,
Congress is what to use for
year.
U. J. French, Paul Williams, John
and what to do about the national
Finch, Jun titmice and County
The Department urged those taxdebt. As was expected, the melons
gm( S. V Foy attended a field day
payers who have not as yet filed
have gone beyond the proposed
meettng at the Mayfield Sub -stareturns to do so as soon as possible
budget in expenditures. Signal extion lust Thursday afternoon and
and to use the facilities of the field
ample of spending is found in agrisaw some very interesting experirepresentatives and offices of the
cultural appropriations. The House
ments that are being conducted
Department to eissist them. The
passed a farm bill calling for sonic
with fertilizers and grasses. The
deadline for filing state income tax
8714,000,000—and the Senate upped
test plots clearly show that where
icturns ice April 15 and those filing
appropriations to nearly the $1,there was no fertilizer there was
late are required by law to pay a
000,000,000 mark. The result is then
INCOME
TAX
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no grass but where limestone and
penalty, it was announeed.
the national debt is now only about
LAST
YEAR
ABOVE
fertilizers were applied grasses were,
$2,500,000,000 short of its statutory
All single persons having a net
Good Soli Management Produces Profitable Results.
—
-good.
limit of $45,000,000.000. The Tress
Frankfort, Ky.. April 11—With income of $1,000 or more err a gross
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certain
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to
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,
WO questions usually occur to suited
ury cannot legally sign checks
23,000 individuals and 1,900 corpor- income of $1,500 or more, and mart u county last Wednesday. Mi. J.
a farmer in Kentucky when he is
when spending passes that limit.
their need le Humphrey was in charge of the! ations yet to file returns on 1939 in- ried persons, living with husband
commercial
widely
in
differ
use
of
'Soils
considering
the
There are three possible solutions:
for fertilizer—that is, in the propor- tour. Three flicks of young chicks come be-fore April 15, total pay- or wife, having a net income of
fertilizer.
Congress must hold its appropriais: "Whut kind of plant food tions of the individual plant food were found to be infected with coc- ments to date were running $39,355 $2,500 or more or a gross income of
One
tions down, raise the debt limit, or
ahead of payments on the sante $3,000 or more are required to file
shall I select and how much shall elements. Unusual problems due to
increase taxes. And all three colu- I apply?" The other is: "Can I af- variations in so:I types and crop cidiosis. This means that poultry date last year, the Kentucky De,- a return.
with
lions are distasteful for Congress- ford to use fertilizer?"
productivity can be setived by fur- raisers can expect trouble
men whose thoughts this year are
"The answer to the first question," nishing samples of soil to your state chickens from 3 to 12 weeks ,
analysis,
for
station
from coccidiosis. Mr. Humphrey t.
primarily occupied with where and says a statement of the Middle West experiment
information on , commended the use of Black Str..
how to get votes for themselves and Soil Improvement Committee, "is which will provide
Slop Losses From Bloody
nitrogen,
land
for
need
of
the
the
fertilizer
the
selection
of
the
that
molasses for this trouble. Mix O
their party.
that will produce the most effective phosphoric acid and potash.
After considerable argument, the results in higher yields and better
"The answer to the second ques- molasses with water half and ha'.
House approved the resolution to quality crops depends on the type tion is furnished by the experience i feed it in the water fountains. Feed
extend the reciprocal trade law-- of soil, the crops to be grown, the of successful farmers throughout the for three days. Skip one day then
under which the President is em- kind of rotation and other factors. Middle West. Records on the use of feed two days. Clean floor each
the average dol- , day.
powered to make trade agreements The soils and agronomy depart- fertilizers show that
agricultural col- tar spent for fertilizer may be exIf chicks are bothered with Bronwith other nations—and the resolu• ments of the state
least $3 in in-I
to
return
at
have
pected
stat.ions
experiment
leges and
chitis give salts in their drinking
tion is now before the Senate. It
useful information in easily avail- creased crop yields, higher quality water
and spray heads with camwill be fought there, primarily by able form. County agents, likewise, and feeding value, besides building
Senators from the lumber and farm- will gladly cooperate by recom- up and increasing the fertility of phorated oil and oil of Eucalyptus
mixed half and half. Spray with
ing states, but the odds favor its mending grades of fertilizer best the soil for future crops."
hand spray for three consecutive
Helps Build Immunity
passing.
days.
(Permanent Protection)
Passage of the Hatch "clean poli- heart And there is a growing belief the near past.
tics" bill by the Senate, by a very among cong::essional conservativas
Summing up. visitors to congres- , BOWERS COMMUNITY CLUB
wide margin, came as something of that the SEC, as now administe
sional galleries shouldn't be bored
a surprise. The bill makes it illegal is going considerably farther than
,during the next few montrs—there
The Bowers Community Club
for government workers, with cer- was intended in controlling mous•SPRAYING
•CHICKS
is plenty for the lawmakers to ar- met Friday, April 5, in tithe home
tain high-ranking exceptions, to take try.
gue about. If it weren't for the war of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ferrell.
•LABOR
•MONEY
an active part in political cam- ,
Transportation legislation holds a 'abroad, this Congress would receive' Twenty-two members and sevenpaigns. The measure is now before
FLUSHING
•LITTER
•
heads
in
the
newsmany
banner
teen visitors were present.
the House. where it faces strorg prominent place on the calendar.
papers.
Special guests were Dr. Muriel
opposition. However, it seems al- Last session both House and Secrete
--o0oBrown of Washington. consultant
most certain to become law -the passed omnibus bills revising the
legislators are more or less on the old Transportation Act, and the dif- 1 Herbert L. Matthews of the New in Family Life Education; Me-—For Sale By-spot in this case, as the bill has ferences between the two were of York Times recently wrote that he Marie White of Washington, Feel
been given the support of news- minor significance. A joint com- , had learned of an 11-point pro- jeral Vocational Home Economic
Miss Margaret
papers and spokesmen represent- mittee has been ironing these dif- gram under which Hitler would 1 Supervisor; and
ferences out, and a final bill is make peace. The points include , Brow-der of Nashville, State Voceing both parties
So far, both branches of Col- ready. Purpose of the bill is to e- j General and immediate disarma- (tonal Home Ec Supervisor.
Other guests were Mr. Hilliard
gress have avoided wrestling with qualize competition between all ment; return to the four-power
MRS. DON GERLING, Prop.
the problems presented by the Na- common carriers. The chances fav- pact, under which Germany. Eng- and Mrs. E. T. Jones of the Departtional Labor Relations Board andj or its passing, after some warm land, France and Italy would div- ment of Education; Miss Violet,
the Securities and Exchange Corn- debate.
ide Europe into four "sphere's of
mission. But it is almost that both
How much to spend for relief, influence," freedom of trade for
these bodies will be the center of and how to spend it, is another all, including close economic coopbelligerent controversy this year., congressional headache. Expecta- eration with the U. S.; restitution
The NLRB has fallen into disfavor tion is that both direct and indirect of pre-war German colonies; rewith men influential in the Demo- rellef expenditures, while large,'construction of an independent Polcratic party as well as the Repub- will be somewhat smaller than in, and with about 10,000,000 inhabitants; reconstruction of a small
minmenimemer
Czech state dominated by Germany:
a Danubian customs union to equalize the interests of all states in the
great Danube basin.
That program has a moderate
sound, but it has its catches.
It
would give Hitler about all he has
gained, and leave him in undisputed power in central and norther!:
Europe. And it certair4 does not
jibe with the announced Allied war
aims, whose primary goal IS the'
complete destruction of National
Socialism. At the present time, it
eould seem impossible that the Al
Ice's would agree.
So the chance for peace is re fl •t.
as the President announced .ce••
Undersecretary of State Welles' re•
cent return from a tour of belligerent Europe. Both sides still seen:
convinced that they will win a le
.isive military victory. The 1., '
that this will be a long war is O ,
USH. We rebel—it's wnrth a million dollars a minute- to fuss
ing in neutral quarters.
over VOUI
We're glad you weren't born thirty years ago. Sugar, because
We have all the modern equipment necesthen we couldn't have made all this fuss oven you. In those days
sary for any kind of service you may need.
folks had very little time to spend with their babies. Thousands
CI precious hours were stolen away by back-breaking labor.
When we were babies. Monday was the day our mothers
Let us give your car a thorough check-up
scrubbed clothes. On Tuesdays they wore themselves out with
Every day meant hours in a hot, stuffy kitchen. Our
and reconditioning. Enjoy the pleasure of that
ironing.
The County Citizenship Chairmothers swept our homes with brooms—a tiresome, dirty job.
men. Speakers Bureau and Publicextra zip and pep that your motor should have.
But that. all over now. honey. Thousands of people—scientists.
ity Chairman of all the homemakers
ringrizeers. managers. linemen and many others—have been working for years to change it. They're the people of your electric
It's more economical to keep your car in
lubs of the Fulton County Homecompany.
makers Association met April 4 at
good running condition, besides the pleasure
Today your mother gets more dons then was possible thirty
1:30 o'clock in the Extension office
years ago—and what's mor• important. she does it quickly and
and comfort of knowing it is always ready to
in the Hickman post office, for the
easily. Her electric washing machine makes Mondays easy days.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Tidying the house is easy with her electric vacuum cleaner. Milk
purpose of planning a program for
give perfect performance.
In the last 10 to 15 years. the enfresh and healthy in her electric refrigerator.
are
kept
and
food
the next year in the way of citizen
ti.neering improvements and operatBecause electricity is at her beck and call every hour of the day
ing economies ot your electric com.hip, publicity and speakers buand night performing endless household duties, she has priceless
Protect Yourself and Family—and Your Inpany have made it possible to cut
reau.
hours left to make all this fuss over you.
the average price of household elecYour father's happy. too. because electricity costs so lihI• h.
It was voted for the homemaker-restment by Keeping Your Car in !he
tricity lust about in hall. Many cuscan easily afford the service that keeps your mother young and
to sponsor a dental clinic for un•
tomers now using more household
prey and makes your hom• a brighter. cbeerier place for you
Proper Running Condition.
appliances, lots ol iihi. a radio. and
cier privileged children.
So WOW U.
refrig•rator ray VW) it 1,010 to
through
happen.
They
came
about
Them changes didn't just
Publicity—that an article be sent
operate ail ot these than they usect
men and women of this company and
the
•Y-rts
of
constant
the
II) the Kentucky Farmer's Journal
to
pay for light °lens
the electrical industry as a whole, who do things the American
Icy April 8, and that each club hay.
way. Their work makes this country a belles place—Ion babies.
more and better publicity.
mothers. alld all uf us.
That there be three more elute
organized in the county by Septet
her. Mrs. Catherine Thompson
KENT.UCKY
UTILITIES COMPANY
Home Demonstration Agent, presid
• d at the meeting.
This has been a quiet Congress
so faro-but that doesn't mean that
the lawmakers hick major issuer. about which to debate, Congress'
superficial lethargy can be laid to
two causes: First, this is u general
election year, and the members of
both parties naturally are largely
occupied with partisan problems;
Second. the war in Europe continues to hold the headlines arid the
public eye, at the expense of domestic affairs.
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FULTON HATCHERY
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It's CHEAPER To
Have Your Car
REPAIRED!

, worth
a million
dollars
a minute

Have Your Car Properly Checked and Serviced for Safe and
Dependable Driving!
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Mr. and Mts. It D. Maxwell sweat
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Extension
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Endorsed by Emergency
Sunday nith Mr. ancl Mrs.
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needs
Police
Chiefs
from
et)mom Isis.
and opportunity. Jesuit' i
Meadows.
Drivers Everywhere
Coast to Coast
Exports of tobacco and fruit.; have Mg work, donne In accord
Mrs. Alvin Stewart Ii is returned
'biii ly proved a
been greatly reduced, and exports divine will,
(thristly understanding of
home from the Fulton Me:total. She
of pork and lard are not tip to the being coo dispel the effects of has.
is improving slowly.
that would flow normally turbine fears and theories.
volume
Mr. and Mrs. U. F. Davis and
Amid world-wide turmoil, or when
in a year of large production and
pre.-ed by difficulties of a more perfamily and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Waysales of cotton sonal nature, we often find it hard
prices.
Export
low
ne Davis of Detroit visited William
have been good but have declined to behold God's supremacy and man's
Frank Davis in Murray Sunday. In
however, WO
recently. Very little wheat is being likeness to Hint. Then,
to
over
drove
they
can learn that the five physical senafternoon
the
exported.
and prove
accurately,
are
nothing
ses
Dam.
the Gilbertsville
The principal effect ef the war that the safe way involves a tholial
Mr. Auzie Phelps left Saturday
rind
impression%
sense
frightening
of
products
for
farm
tin the demand
for Detroit to visit his son, David,
la sure use of hope and faith, based
thus far, has been to increase dom1
who is ill.
an understanding of God as
estic demand through increased in upon divine
Principle. Jesus rebuked
Love,
The sick of our community are
production in anticipation some because they could "discera
improving rapidly.
of heavy war requirements for in- the face of the sky," but could not
Rev. Peery will fill his regular
of the times"
dustrial products. Such requirements "discern the signs When
customary
(Matthew 10:3).
appointment at Wesley Sunday.
and reliangen fail, the "signs of the
munitions,
for
airplanes,
except
Everyone is invited to church and
other specialized products, have not times" indicate our need to know
Sunday school.
as yet materialized and as hi result God aright and to prove our relationship to Him more humbly and
U. S. Industrial production, which consistently....
reached the highest point in history
The shortcomings of ourselves or
in December 1939, has dropped others sly uld not discourage us, but
should rouse us to rely upon
rather
rapidly since the first of the year. the truth stated by Mary Baker Eddy
Mrs. Gerald Holiday and son, El- This downward trend is continuing where she writes (Science anti
don Eugene, of Memphis, Tenn., are but is now apparently leveling off. Health with Key to the Scriptures,
p. 6), "Divine Love corrects and
spending a few days with tbe fcrLarge supplies of most all farm governs man." If we doubt this and
mer's parents, Mr. and Mrs. James products will tend to offset any in- are troubled by the apparent activNoblin.
crease in demand during the re- ity of evil, we need to gain a more
Mr. Mars in Lowry spent Satur- mainder of the year. which may be vivid understanding of divine Love,
the divine is ever unconfined,
day night with Raymond Disque. caused by developments in the for
Than Conventional New Tires
Knowing
universal, all-embracing.
Mrs. Myrtle Williamson is con- European War.
this, we protect ourselves from the
to become dictatorial or
fined to her bed due to inflammaThere is, therefore, little in the temptation
of respontory rheumatism and pneumonia. picture that would justify any ex- to assume a false sense
sibility.
•
Enjoy a new peace of mind. Avoid
Her condition is slightly improved pansion in farm production during
It Is spiritual peace that we all
skid hazards. Give yourself the extra
at this writing. Friends wish her a 1940 in excess of domestic plus need, and as we hod this by realizing that man is God's inseparable
of U. S. Royal Masters—
security
speedy recovery.
the
I limited export demands, in
image and likeness, we learn to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Arrington opinion of the economists.
the tires that stop your car in a
dwell harmoniously with others. Mrs.
Eddy writes (The First Church of
Novf
York are visiting relatives
mramsably shorter distance on every
('hrist, Scientist, and Miscellany, p.
here.
To win a $1.50 bet, Harold Prom- 277), "The characters and lives of
kind of road, wet or dry.
Mr. Clarence Disque returned to ! mel spent an entire night in a tree men determine the peace, prosperity,
matching the beauty
work Tuesday after a few days hi,- of the Colorado University a and life of nations." Character based
I
of the new cars in
on spiritual strength includes hunest.
YOU ARE INVITED TO CONVINCE
Boulder.
mility and generosity, readiness to
Finest Salons
mer%ca's
A
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan
praise and reluctance to condemn,
YOURSELF IN A FREE DEMONSTRATION
and
Mr.
of
guests
Sunday
character
the
True
were
patience and hope.
Harold Ronco of Somerville minds its own business, and finchs in
:Ors. "Red- Howell.
was arrested for drunken expressing spiritual ideas a satisfyMass.,
honorA
was
Rice
Miss Kathleen
mayhem when his wife ing activity, rich in promise for sowith a birthday party at her home ness and
ciety and in reward for the indithat he had built a fire vidual.
'complained
19th
ner
celebrating
Thursday night
in:
chair
Belief in mat ,riality incites men
the
under
newspapers
with
were
Refreshments
anniversary.
to greed, hatred, fear. and other
served to the following • Mr. and which she was sitting.
promoters of discord. This false inpulsion is the seeming opposite of
the inspiration ef Spirit Cod, whe.
' love and
endows creation with the
intelligence which perpetuate har11111•111111111111.
mony. Speaking to the houses of
Israel, in captivity. Jeremiah voiced
God's promise as universally available (0:6): "Behold, I will bring
it health and cure, and I will cure
them, and will reveal unto them the
abundance of peace and truth." —
The Christian Scienne Monitor.
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SAFETY OFFICIALS IN 714 CITIES
STAKE THEIR LIVES ON

U.S. ROYAL MASTERS
They Stop

CRUTCHFIELD NEWS

4 to223feet
Quicker

1

SMART

Pip.e Line Oil Co.
George nodd, Prop.

W. W. JONES & SONS
FUNERAL HOME

129 University St.

31AltTIN, TENN.

Phone 390

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Fire of Unknown Origin

Even Knowledge of F'ire's Cause Doesn't
Make Good Eire Losses
they start
Most fires are of unknown origin—but knowing how
The
doesn't lessen the dame 'which is usually pretty complete.
and noonly thing that can elimoiate fire loss is fire insurance,
it.
without
be
to
afford
can
body who has automotive property
Explanations of our insurance coverage will be gladly given.—
phone us today.

CE AGENCY KY.
ATKINS INSURAN
FULTON,
No. 5

LAKE ST.
IND

fa

PHONE

WE WHO ARE BLESSED
By H. R. Waddell
We Americans are lucky because
we are blessed with living in a land
of freedom. Our forefathers planted the tree of freedom and it still
lives on. Our job is to preserve it
and true appreciation is a fine way
to keep it growing.
We native-born Americans are I
sometimes inclined to take our freedom too lightly. We have known!
no other way of living.
The foreign-born American looks ,
at it in a very different light. He
has known discipline and regiment- ,
ed life in other lands. He soon real17CS that our freedom is like a piece
of heaven on earth.
Many of us complain about our
government, kick about taxes and
holler about other so-called injustices.
In many lands today it is dangerous to even think, let alone talk.
This is the only country in the
world where a citizen can holler
about the President. The only
thing the President can do about in
is to answer back, or else go f isbleg
In America another ba,ssing Is a,
free press. The Ameriean press presents the facts for you to accept or
reject.
All these precious rights of freedom must be appreciated and preserved. We can all help by being
better citizens. By simply counting
our blessings.
Be Americans and act the part.
This is the way to answer all those

"Of course you're a good cook, Joe—
there isn't a better one on any railroad, but you've got to give our commissary some of the credit for those
fine meals our passengers rave about.
"Doesn't your mouth water when you
look at those cuts of meat and that
turkey they've sent us? Did you ever
see such fish? And those vegetables
look as if they were still growing
this morning!
"Yes,Joe! you owe a lot of your reputation as a chef to the splendid
food the Illinois Central gives you to
work with."

Illinois Central service is good because its
workers take genuine pride in their work
and each is given the best possible materials
for his particular job.

President

Martin, Term.
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